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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, people are increasingly concerned about smog
disaster and the caused health hazard. However, the cur-
rent methods for big smog analysis are usually based on the
traditional lagging data sources or merely adopt physical en-
vironment observations, which limit the methods’ accuracy
and usability. The discipline of Web Science, the research
fields of which include web of people and web of devices, pro-
vides real time web data as well as novel web data analysis
approaches. In this paper, both social web data and device
web data are proposed for smog disaster analysis. Firstly,
we utilize social web data to define and calculate Individual
Public Health Indexes (IPHIs) for smog caused health haz-
ard quantification. Secondly, we integrate social web data
and device web data to build standard health hazard rating
reference and train smog-health models for health hazard
prediction. Finally, we apply the rating reference and mod-
els to online and location-sensitive smog disaster monitoring,
which can better guide people’s behaviour and government’s
strategy design for disaster mitigation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Information Systems Applications]: Database
Applications—data mining
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, people are increasingly concerned about the

environmental disasters and the health hazard caused by
them. For example, many cities in China are suffering from
deepening smog disaster, which has been widely reported
to cause many diseases[8][5]. It is reported that the smog
is related to a rise of 56% in lung cancer deaths in Beijing
from 2001 to 2010 and an 8-year-old lung cancer patient in
November 2013[11]. Therefore, it is very urgent and signif-
icant to analyze big smog and the caused health hazard for
better strategies.

However, the existing methods for analysis of smog caused
health hazard are always delayed as they usually adopt the
traditional lagging data sources such as the daily records
on hospital visits[2] and the mortality in the months after a
smog disaster[1], all of which usually can’t be timely avail-
able or cover a very large population. Meanwhile, the cur-
rent smog monitoring usually only adopts the physical en-
vironment observation records from air quality stations and
weather stations. In split of their widely deployment, they
can only observe the physical environment statuses such as
the concentration of PM2.5 and the sky condition, which
have low situation awareness.

As shown in some works like [15], social web can pro-
vide real-time and on-the-ground information for situation
awareness enhancement during some natural disasters. Par-
ticularly, it has been proven that the health-related topics
including ailment, treatment and symptom can be identi-
fied from microblogging service[9]. Moreover, the big cities
that are struck by the smog disaster usually have a very
large population of microblog users. Therefore, we can adopt
the microblog data for quantitative analysis of smog caused
health hazard.

Once we have quantified smog caused health hazard from
social web data, it can further be integrated with device web
data - physical environment observations. We can model the
relationship between big smog and caused health hazard,
and then build a standard reference for smog health hazard
rating. Meanwhile, we can train models to predict the health
hazard that may be caused through current physical envi-
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ronment observations. Moreover, the integration of physical
environmental observations and health hazard information
can enhance the situation awareness of smog monitoring.

For the web of device, we utilize the open APIs to access
the stream of observation records from 671 air quality sta-
tions1 and 589 weather stations2, whose rate is about 24,380
records per hour. For the web of people, we adopt the most
popular Chinese microblog website named Weibo3, which
has more than 6 billion total users and updates about 4.2
million user tweets per hour. In the experiment, we collect
millions of historical observation records and billions of his-
torical user tweets from January to December in 2013.

Further more, in order to support online smog disaster
monitoring and deal with massive web data streams, we pro-
pose a big streaming data processing framework, which re-
lies upon the distributed streaming data processing system
named storm[7] and big data warehouse called Hive[14].

In summary, our work has the following contributions:

(i) Social web data is utilized to define and calculate In-
dividual Public Health Indexes (IPHIs) for the quanti-
zation of smog caused health hazard.

(ii) Social web data and device web data is integrated to
build standard reference for health hazard rating and
train smog-health models for health hazard prediction.

(iii) A big streaming data processing framework for smog
disaster knowledge discovery is proposed to support
smog disaster mitigation.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 overviews the work. Section 4 introduces web data
processing. Section 4 describes smog disaster knowledge dis-
covery. Section 5 presents smog disaster monitoring. Section
6 displays the results and evaluation. Section 7 concludes
the paper and discusses the future work.

2. OVERVIEW

2.1 Preliminaries
Definition 1 (Individual Public Health Index): we

define six Individual Public Health Indexes (IPHIs) to quan-
tify the health hazard from different ailments (Throat, Cold,
Respiration), symptoms (Cough, Ail) and treatments (Mask).
The IPHIs and their corresponding text description terms -
words and phrases, are listed in Table 1. It references the
works of [9][10], but is further modified for Chinese language
and smog health hazard. Each IPHI is calculated with the
frequencies of all its corresponding terms:

iphi = f(term1, term2, · · · , termm)

, where termi represents the frequency of ith term and m is
the number of terms.

1http://pm25.in/
2http://openweathermap.org/
3http://weibo.com/
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Figure 1: Big streaming data processing framework
for big smog analysis. HH: Health Hazard

IPHI Words or Phrases
Cough (C) cough
Mask (M) wear/take/prepare/buy mask
Throat (T) sphagitis, amygdalitis, throat/tonsil

dry/hurt/itch/inflammation
Cold (CD) cold, sneeze, cough, snot, nose dry/hurt/itch

Respiration (R) rhinitis, lung ailment, phlegm, breath hard,
trachitis, pneumonia

Ail (A) ill, visit hospital/doctor, medicine, fever

Table 1: The words and phrases for the IPHIs.

2.2 Framework Overview
Figure 1 shows our big streaming data processing frame-

work, which consists of three parts: web data processing,
smog knowledge discovery and smog disaster monitoring.

Web Data Processing: In this part (shown in the first
row in Figure 1), we adopt the distributed real time com-
putation system named Storm[7] and design a processing
topology to process the online web data. In detail, the
topology contains several connected spouts and bolts: two
parallel spouts for the access of social web data and device
web data, two successive bolts for tweet sampling and term
mining - calculate the IPHIs for quantified health hazard
information, and two successive bolts for air quality approx-
imation[16] and smog disaster detection. As the framework
can continuously process real time web data, it can further
support online smog disaster monitoring.

Smog Knowledge Discovery: In this part (shown in
the second row in Figure 1), we firstly build a Hive based
data warehouse to store and index the historical smog data
records, which include the observation records from device
web and mined health hazard information from social web.
Based on the historical social web data and device web data
in the warehouse, we discover advanced smog knowledge:
build standard reference to rate the health hazard accord-
ing to the current IPHI records; train the smog-health model
with artificial neural network to model the relationship be-
tween the physical environment observations and the IPHIs.
The discovered smog knowledge is maintained in a knowl-
edge base, and can be further applied to the evaluation of
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a smog disaster and provided to the public for in-depth un-
derstanding of big smog.

Smog Disaster Monitoring: In this part (shown in
the third row in Figure 1), online and location-sensitive
smog monitoring with health hazard information is proposed
through appending two successive bolts to the streaming
data processing topology. One is the spatial mapping bolt,
which maps the physical observation records and mined health
hazard information of the smog disaster area. The other is
the disaster evaluation bolt, through which we apply the cur-
rent IPHIs to the standard reference to rate the health haz-
ard, and apply the physical environment observation records
to the smog-health models for health hazard prediction. We
combine both outdoor observation records and the mined
health hazard information as detailed smog evaluation, which
is provided to the public and the strategy maker.

3. WEB DATA PROCESSING

3.1 Sampling
In our work, data stream of social web is processed win-

dow by window on Storm cluster. For each window of data
records - tweets, they are continuously processed by different
bolts. In the sampling bolt, we firstly group and filter the
tweets according to spatial area to support location-sensitive
smog monitoring. Secondly, we filter out the tweets that are
unrelated to the public health topics, because the size of to-
tal tweets in one window can still be vary large and they
may cause too much unnecessary computing for the follow-
ing bolts.

For the tweets from mobile device, e.g., smartphone, their
locations can usually be directly determined by the tags of
latitude and longitude. However, it has been proven that
less than 1% of the current tweets on Twitter have accu-
rate geographic positions[6], and the situation is similar to
Weibo. Luckily, we find that almost all the Weibo users
are marked with a registered location - a city’s secondary
administrative district entered when the user registers, and
the real geographic position of a tweet is usually consistent
with the user’s marked city. Accordingly, we directly use
the registered city as the tweet’s geographic position. This
kind of tweet can’t be used in location-sensitive monitoring
as it needs tweets with accurate locations, but they can be
applied to smog knowledge discovery.

According to wide reports[11] and historical case stud-
ies[3], big smog usually causes outbreak of various ailments,
symptoms and treatments, and the words and phrases (terms)
listed in Table 1 cover almost all of them. In filtering, we
leave the tweets that contain any of the listed terms, and
then we get the current health topic related tweet set: TC .
Although the terms in Table 1 may be uncomplete and ig-
noring the tweets without any of the terms may lose some
information, the extracted information is basicaly sufficient
to evaluate the public health hazard status.

In order to be suitable for Chinese tweets on Weibo and
ensure high accuracy, each term’s synonyms in Chinese lan-
guage are found and used for filtering. In real word, a tweet
that contains any word or phrase in Table 1 may not only
represent a human status of ailment, treatment or symp-
tom, but also some other things, e.g. an advertisement of
medicine. Therefore, we test our filtering strategy with a
collection of historical tweets before applying it to our ap-
proach, and some basic testing results are briefly evaluated

in Section 6.1. In detail, we collect a tweet set filtered by a
term, check whether each filtered tweet represents a status
of ailment, treatment or symptom indicated by the term,
and then calculate its filtering accuracies: c.

3.2 Term Mining
Once we have current tweet set TC and historical tweet set

TH (query the historical data warehouse), we can mine the
public health information and quantify the different aspects
of health hazard with IPHIs. One of the mostly popular
approaches for mining health related topic from tweet text
is word frequency analysis, whose effectiveness has been dis-
played in some works[13]

Firstly, all the Chinese texts of the tweets are segmented
through an existing java based lightweight Chinese segmen-
tation system named ik-analyzer4. Meanwhile, we add the
terms (words and phrases listed in Table 1) to the corpus so
that the word segmentation system can recognize the terms
and regard each term as one word.

Secondly, we calculate the relevance weight of each term
using the strategy of tf-idf[12]:

wterm = tf(term,TC)× idf(term,TH){
tf(term,TC) =

f(term,TC)
max{f(w,TC ),∀w∈d}

idf(term, TH) = log |TH |
|{d∈TH :term∈d}|

(1)

where tf is the function to calculate the frequency of the
term in TC , idf refers to the calculation of inverse document
frequencies in TH , d represents a tweet, and |TH | counts the
tweet number. The higher value of wterm means a higher
frequency in current tweets and a lower frequency in histori-
cal tweets, which further indicates that the status of ailment,
symptom or treatment indicated by the term is more com-
mon in the current tweets than in the historical tweets.

Finally, we calculate the value of each IPHI with the rel-
evance weights of its corresponding terms:

iphi =
i=m∑
i=1

wi × ci (2)

where wi is the relevance weight of ith term, ci is the filter-
ing accuracy of the term and m is the number of terms. We
multiply the relevance weight of the term with the term’s
filtering accuracy because this will eliminate the part ex-
cept for the status of ailment, symptom or treatment. Then
we sum the products because we currently regard that the
terms equally represent the statuses of ailment, symptom
and treatment, which can be further enhanced in our future
work through adding weight to each item.

4. SMOG KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY

4.1 Health Hazard Rating
To support health hazard evaluation of a smog disaster, we

build a standard reference for health hazard rating. Firstly,
we validate a regular rule that is widely reported[5][8]: high
AQI5 usually causes outbreak of some ailments. We val-
idate the regular rule through a set of historical IPHI and
AQI records, which cover the whole cycle of a smog disas-
ter, as shown in Section 6.2. With the above regular rule,

4http://code.google.com/p/ik-analyzer/
5AQI (Air Quality Index) is a number to evaluate how pol-
luted the air is.
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we propose our method to quantify the health hazard rating
standard.

Secondly, we quantify the correlation between each IPHI
and AQI: calculate the correlation coefficient with histori-
cal records of many typical smog disasters. Then a most
correlated IPHI ( ˆiphi), which has the highest correlation co-

efficient, is adopted. For ˆiphi, we can collect a large sample

set:
{
( ˆiphii, aqii)|i = 1, 2, · · · , l

}
, and use the exponential

function (h) to fit the samples:

ˆiphi = g(aqi) = a1 × ea2×aqi + a3 × ea4×aqi (3)

where a1, a2, a3 and a4 are the parameters of the exponential
function.

Finally, we can build the standard health hazard rating
reference with exponential fitting function g and the current
AQI based smog disaster rating table. Assume there is a
smog disaster rate with the AQI range of [αi, αi+1), we can

calculate the ˆiphi range of corresponding health hazard rate:
[δi, δi+1): {

δi = g(αi)

δi+1 = g(αi+1)
(4)

Then we can define a mapping function Δ( ˆiphi) as the stan-
dard reference for health hazard rating:

r = Δ( ˆiphi) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1, ˆiphi < δ1

2, δ1 ≤ ˆiphi < δ2

3, δ2 ≤ ˆiphi < δ3

· · ·
n, δn−1 ≤ ˆiphi

(5)

where r represents the health hazard rating.

4.2 Smog-health Modeling and Prediction
In this part, we try to model the relationship between en-

vironment observations and IPHIs for health hazard predic-
tion. In fact, it is the further enhancement of the standard
health hazard rating reference. More physical environment
factors except for AQI (aqi) are taken into consideration:
humidity (h) and wind speed (ws), both of which are re-
garded as important short-term meteorological factors that
may influence the health hazard caused by smog disaster.
Meanwhile, models are trained for all the positively cor-
related IPHIs {iphi1, iphi2, · · · , iphim} instead of the most

correlated one ˆiphi.
Because of the complexity of the relationship between

IPHI and multiple environmental variables, some simple fit-
ting methods may be incapable to accurately model the re-
lationship. In our approach, we adopt one typical Artificial
Neural Network - Single Layer Feedforward Neural Network
(SLFN), as well as a fast and accurate training algorithm
named Extreme Learning Machine (ELM)[4]. Meanwhile,
we use an incremental method[4] to optimize the hidden
node number of SLFN, so as to achieve the optimal approx-
imator. The procedure of training smog-health models is
shown in Algorithm 1.

Once the smog-health models have been trained, we can
adopt them for health hazard prediction. One typical case
is predicting the whole day IPHIs that may be caused by
a smog disaster through the currently observed the weather
records and AQI records, which can further be applied in
smog disaster monitoring.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm of smog-health model training

Require: IPHIs {iphi1, iphi2, · · · , iphim}, time spans ts,
cities cs, residual error ε and hidden node number N0

1) Query warehouse with ts and cs, get result R
2) For each iphii:
3) Generate training/testing sample tuples tr and te
4) Initialize the model modeli
5) While ‖E‖ > ε and N < N0:
6) Increase hidden node number N
7) Train the added nodes with tr
8) Test ai with te, get residual error E
9) EndWhile
10) Output modeli
11) EndFor

5. SMOG DISASTER MONITORING
This part describes online and location-sensitive smog mon-

itoring with physical environment observations, current health
hazard rating and predicted health hazard information (IPHIs).
It is a typical application that can be built on the stream
processing framework and the discovered smog knowledge -
standard reference for health hazard rating and smog-health
models.

As shown in Figure 1, the application can be built as
part of the stream processing topology, so the stream of
web data can be continuously processed to support online
smog monitoring, whose real-time depends on the size of
time window of the stream processing system. Meanwhile,
we add approximation bolt to approximate the air quality of
all spatial areas with the method proposed in [16], which can
help overcome the problem of insufficient air quality stations
and support location-sensitive smog monitoring.

In monitoring, the smog detection bolt firstly detects the
smog disaster through the timely environmental records such
as AQI and sky condition. Meanwhile, the tweets of the dis-
aster area or city are sampled and mined for health hazard
information (IPHIs). Then both environmental records and
mined records of IPHIs of the disaster area are passed to spa-
tial mapping bolt for combination. We further calculate the
health hazard rating through applying the records of Cold
IPHI ( ˆiphi) to the standard reference ˆiphi, and predict the
whole day health hazard through the smog-health models.

Finally, all the information of a smog disaster, including
the current outdoor physical environment, current health
hazard rating and the predicted whole day health hazard
(IPHIs) are provided to guide the behaviour of the public or
the design of strategies.

6. RESULTS AND EVALUATION

6.1 Sampling Result
When we group and filter the tweets according to spa-

tial area, we use the registered location for those tweets
that have no latitude or longitude. To verify the feasi-
bility, we randomly collected 100,000 geographic position
marked tweets, and the marked geographic position is com-
pared with the user’s registered city. The result is shown in
Fig. 3(A), which indicates that 81% of the tweets have con-
sistent registered location and marked geographic position,
and 5% have no registered location.
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Figure 3: AQI and IPHIs from 12-01-2013 to 12-01-
2013. A: Hangzhou. B: Shanghai

We can further calculate the accuracy of tweet filtering
with the following formula.

acc = p1 + (1− p1)× p2
p2 + p3

, (6)

where p1 is the percentage of tweets with geographic loca-
tion, p2 is the percentage of tweets that have consistent user
registered city and geographic position and p3 is the per-
centage of tweets that have no user registered city. The
final calculated result is 85.41%, which can basically ensure
the feasibility of our approach.

Except for geographic location, tweets are also filtered by
all the Chinese synonyms of the 38 terms listed in Table
1. For each term, we randomly select a number of detected
tweets and manually judge whether the tweets represent the
right statuses of ailment, treatment or symptom indicated
by the term. In Figure 2, we list the filtering accuracies of all
terms - 36 out of 38 terms can achieve accuracies higher than
87%, and 5 of them even achieve accuracies higher than 95%.
Accordingly, we conclude that the proposed terms for each
IPHI and the simple filtering approach have high soundness
for tweet sampling.

6.2 Health Hazard Rating Reference
The standard reference for health hazard rating is based

on a basic regular rule: high AQI usually causes outbreak of
some ailments. In Figure 2(A), we display daily records of
AQI and IPHIs of Hangzhou and Shanghai, both of which
are attacked by big smog in the beginning of December in
2013. The figure can basically show the positive correlation
between AQI and each IPHI except for Ail. The IPHI of
Ail represents too general ailments and is more likely to
be influenced by many other meteorological factors such as
temperature.

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8
(AQI,Cold)
Exponential Fitting

0.4719

Figure 4: Exponential fitting between AQI and IPHI
(Cold).

IPHI(Cold) Rate Color Description
[0, 0.2961) 1 Green Good

[0.2961, 0.3030) 2 Yellow Moderate
[0.3030, 0.3219) 3 Orange Unhealthy for sensitive group
[0.3219, 0.3546) 4 Red Unhealthy
[0.3546, 0.4719) 5 Purple Very unhealthy
[0.4719,+ ∝) 6 Gray Hazardous

Table 2: Standard reference for health hazard rating

We further choose 16 typical smog disasters in four large
Chinese cities - Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjing and Hangzhou,
and calculate the correlation coefficients of the six IPHIs:
Cough (0.5673), Mask (0.5423), Throat (0.5142), Cold (0.7868),
Respiration (0.3927) and Ail (-0.6776). As Cold is the mostly

correlated IPHI with AQI, it is adopted as the IPHI ( ˆiphi)
for health hazard rating.

Once we have chosen ˆiphi, we can calculate the param-
eters a1, a2, a3 and a4 of the exponential function g with
historical samples. Similar to the above correlation analysis,
we prepare the samples from the records of the 20 typical
smog disasters, and the sample number is 200. The result
of exponential fitting is shown in Figure 4. The param-
eters of the fitting function is calculated: (a1, a2, a3, a4) =
(0.2057,−0.003033, 0.09418, 0.004729), and RMSE of the fit-
ting is 0.07625.

With the value of all the parameters in g, we can calculate
the boundary values of ˆiphi for each health hazard rate, and
work out the function Δ( ˆiphi). Then we define standard
reference for health hazard rating, as shown in Table 2. We
regard that the smog disaster is hazardous when the IPHI of
Cold is equal or higher than 0.4719. In Figure 4, this eval-
uation criterion is compared with the AQI-based evaluation
criterion: the former judges through the horizontal blue line
while the latter judges through the vertical blue line.

6.3 Smog-health Model
The standard health hazard rating reference models the

relationship between the IPHI of Cold and AQI. However,
some other IPHIs are also important to the caused health
hazard, and the smog disaster does not include AQI records,
but also some other environment factors. Smog-health mod-
els trained in this part are actually the enhancement of the
standard health hazard rating reference.
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Figure 5: Predicted results of four IPHIs.

We firstly choose the positively correlated IPHIs - Cough,
Mask, Throat and Cold, whose correlation coefficients are
higher than 0.5. Both Respiration and Ail are ignored as
they are less correlated to AQI. Then we select 30 typical
smog disasters (ts and cs) for samples (|tr| = 250, |te| = 50),
set predefined residual error ε = 0.05 and hidden node num-
ber N0 = 50, and finally train the corresponding smog-
health models (modelC ,modelM ,modelT ,modelCD) accord-
ing to Algorithm 1.

Once the models are trained, we adopt an additional smog
disaster (11 samples) for prediction and evaluation: predict
the whole day IPHIs with the AQI, humidity and wind speed
in the morning and compare the predicted values with the
values mined from social web data. The result is shown
in Figure 5, and for each IPHI, RMSE is calculated: Cough
(0.0277), Mask (0.1085), Throat (0.0353) and Code (0.0374).
We can see that the predicted curves can basically fit the
trends of the observed curves, and the residual errors of the
most days are acceptable.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we utilize social web data for smog caused

health hazard qualification, and integrate the health hazard
data with the device data to build standard health hazard
rating reference and train smog-heath models for health haz-
ard prediction. Once we have discovered the smog knowl-
edge, we apply it to online and location-sensitive smog dis-
aster monitoring, which can better guide people’s behaviour
and government’s strategy design for smog disaster mitiga-
tion. Meanwhile, a big streaming data processing framework
is proposed to deal with massive web streams.

In the future, we will firstly include another important
physical sensor data - remote sensing image, which can de-
tect smog disaster in large area. Secondly, we will imple-
ment and evaluate the smog disaster monitoring application,
and further provide it to the public through web API and
smartphone application. Last but not least, we should fur-
ther evaluate the standard health hazard rating reference
with more real world health hazard data, e.g., hospital visit
records.
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